
Editor Search
by Chrissy Engellant

The Wescolite is in search of a 
coeditor. After two semesters at 
the position, Julie Armstrong will 
not he returning for the spring 
semester, as she will bestudent 
teaching in Helena.

Some of the responsibilities 
thecoeditor has are proofreading 
all of the stories written for the 
paper, organizing and running the

weekly meetings, suggesting ideas 
for stories and helping the 
reporters with any questions they 
may have.

I asked Julie about her exper
ience as coeditor and here is how 
she responded: “As coeditor of 
the Wescolite I have learned to 
really manage my time and I feel 
that I have become more

responsible.” Julie also com
mented on some characteristics a 
person should have if they are 
interested in the edi&r posi tion. 
“You need to be responsible, 
organized, able to meet deadlines 
and you have to be willing to 
edit several stories. You need to 
have some computer skills or be 
willing to learn, and will probably

have to keep the other coeditor, 
Jeff Peterson, in line.” She also 
said it’s a good experience for 
people who plan to teach 
English.

If you are interested in the 
position and would like to know 
more about it, please contact 
Tom Herbeck, the Wescolite 
advisor, at 683-7036.

Chancellor 
Sheila M. Stearns

In a recent “Dooneshury” 
cartoon, Garry Trudeau lampoons 
Princeton University. He implies 
that Princeton defines eight 
drinks as excessive. A befogged 
professor asks the students as 
class begins, “Are any of you 
drunk today?”

In the wake of several fatalities 
of students from alcohol over
dose, most colleges and univers
ities are reassessing their role in 
these tragedies. Elite univ-ersities 
are not immune. The most 
recent death was of a student at 
MIT, the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology, after a fraternity 
initiation party. The need to 
belong, to do what everyone else 
seems to he doing, is a recurrent 
theme in drinking-related 
tragedies.

For the last two years, Western 
has taken a lead role in a 
Montana consortium of college 
counselors who are overwhelmed

Midnight Bowling
Am I Too Old For This?
by student problems related to 
drinking. Patty White, a peer 
educator at Carroll College, 
recently spoke to several groups 
in Dillon. The program she 
developed at Carroll has greatly 
increased the number of peer 
counselors for other students.
The short-term results are 
encouraging.

Here at Western, Lynn 
Weltzien, WMC-UM counselor, 
and Eric Murray, associate dean 
of students and residence life, 
have taken a lead role. They are 
working with the community and 
student leaders and tavern 
owners to combat the twin prob
lems of underage drinking and 
binge drinking.

Not everyone agrees there is a 
problem. A recent column in the

Montana Standardly Froma 
Harrop, writing for the Providence 
Joumal'Bulletin, asks rhetorically: 
“Where is there a campus drink
ing crisis, anyway? Six college 
students have supposedly died 
this year from excessive drinking. 
These cases are lamentable, but 
many more college students die 
from sports- related injuries or car 
accidents.”

It is not coincidental that 
Ms. Harrop formed this opinion 
in the city where the University 
of Rhode Island has dictated a 
totally dry campus. I guess that 
means that alcohol is forbidden 
in all rooms and events through
out the campus, regardless of age 
or occasion. To some, including 
Ms. Harrop, it seems a bit 
extreme.

A different approach was taken 
by Northern Illinois University. 
Surveys of students there and 
here indicate that fewer students 
engage in binge drinking than 
their peers think. The results of 
these surveys are marketed to 
students. At NIU, where the 
program has been in place for 
five years, they see a definite 
downward trend in the number of 
students who think they need to 
drink to be accepted, or who 
drink dangerously.

That is our goal at Western.
It is not just the prevention of 
fatalities, important as that is.

Excessive drinking also results 
in many other unfortunate side 
effects, such as date rape, suicide 
attempts, and academic failure. 
When students learn that 
“everybody” is not drinking

regularly or excessively, overall 
student drinking declines.

I have made two midnight 4 
field trip recently to local 
watering holes. Vice Chancellor 
Karl Ulrich accompanied me on 
the first one on a Wednesday 
night several weeks ago. We 
found a live band, alert bouncers, 
and a lot of students having a 
good time. Most were conversing, 
shooting pool, or dancing. Many 
were not drinking at all. There 
was a cover charge for the pro
prietor to cover expenses.

I was still very skeptical. 1 
asked several students, “Even if 
you’re not drinking, or drinking 
moderately in the over-21 group, 
how can you expect to be in class 
tomorrow morning as a well- 
prepared student?” Several 
reminded me that most college 
students go to bed late most 
nights. Some said they have not 
missed nor been unprepared for 
Thursday classes. One student 
who was dancing but not 
drinking said, “I just love to 
dance. 1 have to be to work by 
5:30 a.m., but I’m not passing up 
a chance to go dancing.” Maybe 
it was just good students who had

the nerve to approach me for a 
conversation.

Chi Alpha and other campus 
groups offer alternatives to going 
to a bar on Wednesday night. 
Several of our professors get 
together on Wednesday evenings 
at The Cup on campus, making 
music and conversation. Movies 
are shown in the auditorium. 
Recreation events have been 
scheduled in the P.E. Complex. 
Under the direction of Arlene 
Tustin, Intramurals offers 
Wednesday night activities 
also. I took part in midnight 
bowling a couple weeks ago. A 
lot of our students turned out 
for the event. A few were 
drinking at their own expense 
of course, and they were over 
21. They seemed to be in the 
minority. Arlene ordered plates 
of nachos for all the groups. 
Drinking is safer when it is not 
the central activity, when it is 
slow, when it is accompanied 
by food, and when minors 
aren’t left out of the social

the social activity. Our
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Something to Chew on
Guest Editorial 
by Jamie Godfrey

The other night, sitting down 
to lunch with my good friend 
Irma May Gullible over some 
tacos and salad, we got to talking. 
Irma and I are pretty poor, and 
could only afford the ten meal a 
week plan at the cafeteria, and 
this was one of the four days a 
week where we only got one meal 
unless we could find someone 
else to sponsor us. So needless to 
say we were hungry and the topic 
of conversation seemed to 
revolve around food.

“I can’t believe all this food for 
just three dollars!” I remarked. 
Now Irma is a math major and 
just loves to show it off. “Now 
lets see, three dollars a meal, ten 
meals a week, seventeen weeks a 
semester, equals $510. Wow, 
they really do budget this place 
well!”

“But wait a minute Irma, we 
payed $918 for this mealplan!” 

“$918!” She paused for some 
quick figuring and looked sadly at 
her empty wallet. “But, that’s

over five dollars a meal, even 
counting that slush fund! With 
$918 we should be getting 
eighteen meals a week. I could 
eat cheaper by living off of 
McDonalds.”

“We’ll just have to eat at the 
SUB then, it’s different there, 
isn’t it?” Irma figures again, “No, 
for every dollar you spend there it 
comes out equaling a dollar 
eighty so that’s no good either.”

Irma and I are rather 
concerned, it appears that food

service is taking an extra $400 a 
student and not answering for it, 
or at least not answering to the 
students.

W hat’s going on? W hat’s the 
purpose of the illusion of three 
dollars when it’s actually over 
five dollars? The only thing that 
we can figure out is that we are 
getting the wool pulled over our 
eyes, and unfortunately so far the 
students haven’t seemed to care. 
But, if you are like me, living on 
one meal a day half the time, we

really have to start. If we are 
mistaken in our calculations, we 
ask Food Service to straighten us 
out. We would like nothing 
more than to get to the heart of 
this delusion.
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